PLUEM220 METALLIC
PALE GOLD
PLUEM220 EF Metallic is a true metallic ink for smooth even metallic effects when a shimmer or glitter does not provide the desired effect.

Print directly or over an under print.

Store with lid tightly fixed so that the metallics in the ink do not
prematurley tarnish.
While most ultrasoft inks are suitable for heat transfers, PLUEM220
will lose it's brilliance when transferred. For this reason we do not
recommend this product for heat transfers.
Print over a white under base for a smoother and more brilliant
appearance.
Metallic inks reflect light, which means they will reflect heat in the
dryer, you will likely require a longer dwell for a complete cure. Test
this ink in your dryer with an Atkins thermal probe to insure proper
cure.
It is normal for true metallic inks like M220 to tarnish when laundered.
You may print a clear barrier layer over the metallic print to extend
print brilliance. If you do not want to risk the print tarnishing, consider a
shimmer or glitter ink that utilizes a coated flake like.

Internationally compliant
Non-phthalate
https://www.avientspecialtyinks.com/services/compliance-support

The information above is given in good faith and does not release you
from testing inks and fabrics to confirm suitability of substrate and
application process to meet your customer standards and
specifications.

Metallic inks benefit greatly by being printed through an 86 mesh with
a thicker emulsion coating. Capilalry film will also contribute to a more
mirror-like, thick print.
While this ink can be printed through a 110 mesh, 110 is the highest
mesh rated for this product. Ideally you should print M220 through an
86 or similar mesh.

Cotton

Flash: 140-150°F on pre-heated
pallets
Cure: 300°F

Counts: 86-110
Tension: 25n/cm3

N/A

80,70
Profile: Square
Stroke: 2+
Angle: 15%-20%

Standard Emulsion or capilarry film
Off Contact: 1/8” (4mm) or greater
Emulsion Over Mesh: 20%+

65 -95 °F (18 -35 °C) Avoid direct
sunlight
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Standard plastisol cleaners, press
wash, or ink degradant

Find safety information here:
www.avient.com/resources/safety-datasheets or contact your local CSR
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